reduced to the essentials
For vintner Christoph Edelbauer in Langenlois, everything is in harmony with nature
and with the Kamp Valley. His winery, his work and his wine.
Langenlois, spring 2019
consistent. He knows what he wants, loves a challenge and goes his own way, straightforward and
consistent. Christoph Edelbauer pressed his first vintage in 2003, and now the winemaker cultivates 12
acres of vineyards in the Kamp Valley. He processes his grapes in his architecturally sophisticated
winery, completed in 2013, among the grapevines in Langenlois.
aware. In everything he does, Christoph Edelbauer is mindful of the sensible use of resources. The 34 year-old farms his vineyards organically, he has had all his new construction done using energy-efficient
principles and his cellars are cooled with environmentally friendly Earth-tubes.
scaled back. Scaled back, and the better for it, is the design of the Edelbauer facilities: direct
silkscreening on the bottles has replaced labels, printing on the boxes is minimalist, and the business
cards and stationery are made from FSC (Forest Stewardship Council)-certified paper. This is a
comprehensive approach to reducing consumption in all areas.
modest. Christoph Edelbauer’s wines impress with simplicity. They are straightforward, relaxed and at
the same time exciting - just as his product range is. Grüner Veltliner, Riesling and Pinot Noir are his
hallmarks. His vineyards are called Neuberg, Spiegel, Haasel, Steinhaus and Käfertal.
with conviction. Christoph Edelbauer: "Sustainable thinking and action are deeply rooted in me.
Therefore, it’s important to me that our winery maintains a manageable size. This is the only way I can
devote myself to the entire winemaking process with conviction."
Consistent as a vintner. Scaled back in his works. Essentially the Kamp Valley. Christoph Edelbauer is
prepared to show what the new Kamp Valley represents.
Facts und Figures:
12 hectares of vineyards
Vineyards: Neuberg, Spiegel, Haasel, Steinhaus and Käfertal
Varieties: 45 % Grüner Veltliner, 10 % Riesling, 10 % Pinot Noir, 8 % Chardonnay,
2 % Sauvignon Blanc (exclusively for sweet wines), 25 % Zweigelt

Christoph Edelbauer Winery
in Neuberg, Kremserstraße 86, 3550 Langenlois
Tel. +43 676 773 48 11, Email: info@weingut-edelbauer.at
www.weingut-edelbauer.at
Opening Hours
Please contact us beforehand to arrange a suitable time
+43 676 773 48 11

